. SAR11 clade SSU tree (1000 bp size limit except SAGs, only sequences with annotated origin; usearch 95%;, linsi (auto); BMGE (DNAPAM1:2); IQ-tree (Model TIM+G4; fast bootstrapping, 1000 replicates; Only branches with >50% bootstrap support represented)). Figure S4f . Vibrio harvey clade SSU tree (1000 bp size limit except SAGs, only sequences with annotated origin; usearch 95%;, linsi (auto); BMGE (DNAPAM1:2); IQ-tree (Model HKY+G4; fast bootstrapping, 1000 replicates; Only branches with >50% bootstrap support represented)). Figure S7a . Log2 difference of the ratio between small and large fraction of proportion of bacterial reads recruited by SAGs with high stringency (cutoff e-10, >200 bp, 99% blast hit similarity) in the same trap metagenome (with the ribosomal RNA reads excluded) as the SAGs were isolated. Both Arcobacter and Vibrio SAGs recruited a higher proportion of bacterial reads in the large fraction metagenome than the small, and the other SAGs recruited a higher proportion of bacterial reads in the smaller fraction metagenome than the large. The SAR11 clade SAG did not recruit any reads that met the selection criteria in either of the size fraction metagenomes. Figure S7a . Log2 difference of the ratio between proportion of bacterial reads recruited by SAGs with high stringency (cutoff e-10, >200 bp, 99% blast hit similarity) in pairwise comparable sediment traps (with the ribosomal RNA reads excluded) between the HD5 and the HD9 cruise. Only traps where the difference between cruises exceeded the standard deviation for that SAG is included. Both Arcobacter and Vibrio SAGs recruited a higher proportion of bacterial reads in the HD5 metagenomes than the HD9, and Idiomarina and Kangiella recruited a higher proportion of bacterial reads from the HD9 than the HD5 cruise. Actinomarina and SAR11 more often recruited a higher number of reads from the HD5 cruise, even if there was an exception for Actinomarina for the HD9 trap where it was recruited. (Yoshizawa et al., 2014) and the M at position 93 suggest adaptation to green light (Furhman et al., 2008) .
Numbering from Halobacterium salinarum bacteriorhodopsin AAG19772.1 (Yoshizawa et al., 2014) . Pos. 93 in corresponds to 105 in proteorhodopsin from clone eBAC31A08 (AAG10475, Man et al., 2003) .
